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Wings of fire book 14 spoilers

The protagonist of Book 14 is Queen Of Snowfall.Book 14 does not yet have a fixed title. You will learn why the magic of Animus stopped working in book 14.If you put an earring on peacemaker, it will turn into a Darkstalker, and then immediately evaporate to nothing, because his spells of immortality will
nullify. Clearsight is dead and not coming back. Tui knows who Qibli's father is (but won't say who). Book 10 was supposed to have a 50+ page epilogue, but it was cut out because she didn't want the book to feel like a grand finale of the series and give the impression that there would be more books.
Moons don't have names, but Tui likes the idea of naming them. Tui does not read any public reviews of his works (Amazon, Goodreads, etc.). She believes that public reviews are there for the benefit of other readers, not for her. He trusts the opinions of his editor and close friends for his criticism. When
asked if it was intentional that every hero's father was either dead or angry, she said no. Asked if Trump's memes on the wall had any impact on the subjects of Book 14 (especially the IceWing wall), she said that while she invented the IceWing wall before Trump ran for office, it undoubtedly influenced
Book 14, and the book deals with several important topics, such as refugee policy. Despite the fact that there is one in book 1, Tui does not seem interested in the idea of songs in the universe. Sometimes he uses wikis to check facts about his universe. She has no idea who is the protagonist of book 15,
she says that it will largely depend on what happens in book 14.Tui wants to someday write an original graphic novel of events between book 4 and 5, about the integration of NightWings with the RainWing tribe. These are some things that I personally heard her say may have missed or mis-memorized
some things. The Q&amp;A session after reading Dragonslayer was quite hard to hear. Anyone who has been there is welcome to supplement or correct this information. Page 2 of 31 comments This excerpt was read to fans of live Crowdcast and rewritten as accurately as possible. Context given: Queen
Snowfall has been alone for a few minutes and now she is interacting with Lynx. Lynx? Hi! said dragonet. Hello. Thank you for not freezing me, hi Snowfall. The queen of snowfall, snowfall threw automatically. The Lynx was her biggest competition throughout school and training - at least after Hailstorm
was captured by SkyWings. She was only the daughter of a small nobleman, but she was hardworking, wise and good at creating teachers like her, and Snowfall wanted to stranguise her more than a thousand times. Well, The Lynx said, looking over his shoulder as if he's already regretted that
conversation. Queen of snowfall. Unfortunately. She didn't sound sorry. It sounded as always, defying snowfall to race around the palace, or arguing for IceWing law points in class. The snowfall narrowed her eyes. Lynx was still a year away from moving to the adult wall, and without precipitation cousins
left there, the Lynx sat easily at the top of the dragonet list. But snowfall can move it down. The snowfall could have moved her all the way to the Seventh Circle if she wanted to. Snowfall was now the queen. The decision that the Lynx was disrespectful to anyone who deserved to be crushed back in its
place was absolutely snowfall work. What are you doing here? Snowfall required. Are you spying on me? A normal dragon with a healthy fear of punishment would immediately deny it. But the Lynx made a rueful face, spread their wings, and said, I am, indeed. Wha-you are? Snowfall drains on it. Why?
Does he work with NightWings? Or attacking dragons? Or Crystal? Or all of the above? Or does he write to my cousin Winter about what a terrible job I do? They were always too friendly, these two. Maybe she convinced him to round up some SeaWings to attack us – I don't know why, but it's possible.
Because I'm worried about you, Lynx said candidly. Snowfall or all right? The whole brain of snowfall has stopped working. He just fell over and lay there, suddenly full of nothing to say after months of non-stop screaming about everything. Her lips were all: Hi? Any thoughts? The answer was apparently:
No, just flap around like a stunned walrus for a while. Snowfall? Lynx said after a while. Have you - have I broken you? She reached out and slightly tapped The Snowfall's forehead. No one tapped on the Queen's forehead! The snowfall jumped off and looked at it. No one asked if the Queen was okay.
She has never been asked this question – and certainly not since she became the ruler of the whole kingdom! Of course I'm fine,' she snapped: 'I'm the Queen! These two things don't necessarily go hand in hand, noted Lynx. I think maybe the opposite. Why don't you think I'm okay? Snowfall required.
What are you trying to say? Do you think you're better at it than I am? Oh my gosh, the Lynx took a step back and looked even more concerned. Even remotely! I would never want to be queen. The correct answer, Snowfall said with an icy voice, no, snowfall, you're doing amazing! You're doing amazing!
Lynx cried. You see, now I don't believe you. Snowfall tore the world out of the tree and knocked it out of one of the windows overlooking the courtyard. Some aristocrat was supposed to wake up in the morning and be very confused as to why he had a second world of light bobbing gently around his
room. Lynx watched as it sailed over their heads, then turned its eyes to the snowfall. I'm just... The worry is that the only dragons ever to get into the conversation are already old and bossy and kind of mean. Snowfall releases a snore. This certainly described the advice of the mighty IceWings, who
nominated themselves to lead the new young queen. Some would say I'm bossy and kind of mean too, said the lynx haughtily. Oh, you are, said Lynx, who was correct answer. Which means you have to order some, such as, nice and pleasant dragons to hang out with you. Ones that won't make your
brain hurt all the time. How do you, I think? Snowfall asked. How did she know that my brain hurts all the time? No, no, said Lynx, I'm not pleasant at all. You want to be like, download me narwhal!, and I'd like, ugh, whyyy, narwhals are heavy and I read and you say but I want one! Right now!' And I'd say,
go get one, bossytail!. And you below: I am your queen!. And I'd say, Yes, but this book is in a really exciting part though, and then you'd probably have lost me. I would be so annoying, you already know about me. How do you know that my brain hurts all the time? Snowfall blurred. I mean, what makes
you think my brain hurts all the time? Well, Lynx said cautiously, moving his tail. You haven't stopped frowning since the beginning of the plague, and that would give everyone a headache, I think. My brain is always tired when all I have to do is study and train and stay on top of the dragonet rankings. You
have to do all the queen stuff and then, you know, also a sad bit. No, no, no! Snowfall stamped just above lynx's last words. There is no time for this! I can handle all the queen's things, I'm not modestly noble like you. I can do everything right - that's what I've been preparing all my life. Well - sure, but
there was going to be more whole life first, The Lynx pointed out. Like a few tens, at least, I imagine. You don't know that, Snowfall said. Maybe I was planning to challenge my mother for the throne, just like next week. Because I am, so ready to be queen. The light from the tree was too bright and she
could feel her eyes watering. She turned to the pace back to the wall, rubbing her face with one claw. Still decades with her mother as queen, maybe longer - that was what they should have had. That's what Darkstalker stole. She really didn't have a plan to challenge her mother anytime soon - she
thought there would be plenty of time ahead of them before she had to worry about it. Or that some sisters will get there first. I guess I don't know, said Lynx, catching up with her - and walking past her instead of a few steps behind - how did this dragon do so well for her exams? Didn't she know any royal
etiquette at all? I think, lynx further, maybe it must have been earlier, because you had to challenge her before Icicle did, right? Or someone else? Maybe better in this way, with her gives you a throne, instead of you need to take it. I could have done it, Snowfall assured her. Every time I wanted to. NOTE:
INCLUDES SPOILERS FOR THE UPCOMING BOOK WINGS OF FIRE!!!!! IF YOU DON'T WANT SPOILERS, GO TO THE NEXT CHAPTER. SOME OF THEM MAY BE WRONG, BUT I THINK THEY ARE ALL TRUE. • The book will be called Dangerous Gift. • To be released December 1, 2020 • The
main character will be The Snow Queens. • Winter will be in this book. • Lynx will be on the back cover. • Someone (she) in this book knows more than it seems. It could be Jerboa II. • The book will show you what happened to the magic of animus. • Sora and Umber may be involved. • It's possible that
the dragon hatched from the eighth Skywing egg on the brightest night, which was briefly mentioned in the Danger Escape prologue that went missing, and confirmed by Tui as important, may have a share in this book or the next. One.
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